CASE CLARITY
WHEN THE STAKES ARE HIGH, THERE'S NO ROOM FOR MISUNDERSTANDINGS
Lightfoot’s Case Clarity group gives our clients an edge during complex litigation
matters. It provides specialized litigation technology services for developing clear key
messages tailored for variety of audiences — judges, juries, internal stakeholders —
and managing all of the information for a case. The group has both the trial experience
and technical knowledge required to arm our lawyers with strategies to be successful
during any phase of litigation.
We offer clients a dedicated in-house litigation support team that is involved in cases from the very beginning.
Unlike a third-party vendor, our Case Clarity group is not one-step removed from what is going on with the
matter. They are working from the inside and are clear on the client’s goals and our strategies from the outset.
Because of this, the group can adapt on-the-fly as circumstances change — a common occurrence in the fastpaced world of litigation.
Watch this video to hear what our litigators have to say about Lightfoot’s Case Clarity Group.
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LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES THAT CREATE A CLEAR, COMPELLING CASE NARRATIVE
The Lightfoot Case Clarity group helps our lawyers communicate effectively during any phase of litigation —
depositions, hearings, mediations, arbitrations or trial. They make complex ideas simple, presenting evidence
and facts using tools such as:
Multimedia demonstratives
Interactive presentations
Evidence and factual analysis
2D and 3D animation
Concepting and design of infographics
Videography and video editing

CASE MANAGEMENT THAT GETS THE RIGHT INFORMATION TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE
Information wins cases. Lightfoot’s Case Clarity group specializes in providing lawyers with the exact information
they need, exactly when they need it. Our secure case management platform, The Lightfoot Cloud, helps our trial
teams stay efficient when thousands of documents are in play. Our case management services include:
A secure document collaboration and communications platform
Document review and production services
E-Discovery and metadata analysis
Photographic and videographic forensics
Custom application development for desktop and mobile
Custom case budgeting platform
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